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SU1v1MARY. In this paper a ~umerical solution for the problem on suspended sediment 
concentration dist!'ibution in an alluvial channel flow haS been computed on the base of 
PROFILE model proposed by L. 9· Van Rijn for the case of uniform flow. Although, in the 
present case, mathematical model is quite simple, but it is exact enough to apply to somme 
problems in practice. The aiJ? of the paper is that the author would like to use the finite 
differenc;;e method for the same problem. The input data was used from experiment flume. 
The result showed that the concentration distribution fast decreased along the channel and 
concentration gradients became very small at the sections situated far enough from the 
upstream. Besides, a computing programme with the ability of graphic expression was 
established. 

§1. INTRODUCTION 

The computation of vertical distribution of suspended sediment in a flow is one of the problems 
relating ·to sedimentation and morphological processes. It really plays important role in many 
problems in practice, specially, in dealing with the deposit at estuaries as well as the management 
of the quality water. Nowadays, it is interesting many scientists in the world. The mathematical 
model consists of hydrodynamics equations for velocity field and the sediment diffusion-convection 
equation. The overview of this we can find in many papers (such as \3]). In this paper, however, 
only a special case of steady u'fiiform flow was studied. In point of View of economics it is fully 
reasonable to study such ·a problem. In fact, the errors in input data measurement are too big, 
according to L. C. Van Rijn it's about 25% \4]. Therefore in some cases we can consider the 
problem with a simpler model. 

In the following the implicit finite difference method will be applied to compute the vertical 
distribution of suspended sediment concentration in a steady uniform flow. The input data is used 
from experiment flume by Wang an Ribberink [5]: 

§2. BASIC EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS [6] 

The equation of motion for a steady uniform flow is relatively simple and is represented by a 
resistance formula. Here we should repeat its formation briefly. From the equilibrium of forces in 
x-direction along the channel axis it follows that 

r, = pgS(h- z) (2.1) 

where Tz is the shear stress, h the water depth, p the water density, z the distance from the bed, 
g the acceleration of gravity, S the bed slope 
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From Reynolds' equations the shear stress at height z in steady uniform flow can be represent, 

as follows 
du -

Tz = pv dz - pu'w' 

where v is kinematic viscosity, u', w' velocity fluctuations 

(2. 

Using equations. (2.1) and (2.2) and neglecting the viscous shear stress m the sublayer gi· 
the following relation when z = 0 

-- Tb 
-u'w' = ~ (2 .. 

p 

By definition of ro and using the mixing length concept proposed by Prandtl in equation (2:: 
they obtain the equation 

du 

dz kz 

in which t.t,., is .the bed shear velOcity, k the constant of Von Karman 

(2.< 

Integrating equation (2.4) and using Chezy-formula give the velocity distribution over the fu 
depth for smoot and rough flows 

{2.E 

in which U is the cross-section averaged velocity, z0 zero-velocity level and C Chezy coefficient 
They are determined by the formulae 

zo = 0.033k, 
12h 

C = 18log(-) 
k, 

where k 10 is the effective bottom roughness 
For the steady state condition,srnalllongitudinal diffusion terms and constant settling velocit~ 

,the sediment diffusion-colf.vection equation has the simple form as follows 

iJc ac a ac 
u-- w,-- -(•,-) = 0 

ax iJz az oz 
(2.6 

in which c is the volume concentration of suspended sediment, w~ the settling velocity of particles 
c 8 sediment mixing coefficient 

We also can find this case in the other works,such as Hjelmfelt and Lenau [lL and Jobson and 
Sayre [2\. However, the mixing coeffident r;;/l and the boundary t;;ondition at the bed were usf}d 
from the other formlJ.l~e. Up tQ now there are many dift'~re.nt fgrmlJl.ae to d§termin~ them. In th~ 
present paper we use t.he parabolic-constant sediment mixing coefficient through that for fluid, e 1 J 

proposed by Coleman and Kerssens [5J as follows 

in which 

•r= { "Jma• -•'"'"" (1- 2:r 
e /max = 0.25ku,. hl . 

/3 -proportional factor and ~ turbulence damping factor 

z 
for- < 0.5 

h 
z 

for h :0: 0.5 

In the case of equilibrium concentration profile, we easily obtain from equation (2.6) 

(2 .7) 

c, = '"' exp (- [ ;: dz) (2.8) 
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in which Cae is the equilibi-ium concentration at the reference level, the subscript "e" denotes the 

equilibrium flow 
Integrating equation (2.8} with the assumption of small Sediment concentration (qS = 1) gives 

the. equilibrium concentration distribution as follows : 

Ce =j G-~=:r 
Cae (-a-) Z. exp(-4Z( :_- 0.5)), 

h-a h 

z 
for h < 0.5 

(2.9) 
z 

for h ::> 0.5 

in .which z = w,f(f3ku.) = suspension parameter 
In order that the problem is solved completely, the value of Cae is required. According to 

experiment formula proposed by Van ~ijn [5j 

with 

d,o yL5 

Cae = 0.0157 DQ.J 
• 

D. = d,o(!J.gjv2)1/3, 

T = (u;)2- (u.,«)2 
. (u.,«)2 

. 4h 
.c' = 18log

doo 

(2.10) 

whe_~e,,D* _is the dimensionless diameter of particle, i::l. the relative density, _P~ the density of sedi
merit; --u~- ~he effective-bed shear velocity related to the grains, u*,cr the critical bed shear velocity 
<!.~-~_?rdi~,g 'to _Shields [7L dso and d9o particle diameters of bed material;and v the kinematic vis
co'scity _~a' efficient 

Here we'll U:se the following boundary conditions for sediment diffusion-convection equation 
At the infiow boundary: 
The equilibrium concentration, Ce 1 may be used: as an the inflow boundary condition but in 

oid~i tC/get hig_l)er accuracy, data from measurements is often suggested 

where /(z) is the given function of sediment concentration 
At the bed boundary: 

. ac 1· e- -0 
ij8zz=a.-

it means that the upward sediment flux doesn't occur. 
At surfac~ boundary: 

ac 
w"'c+eflaz =0 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Besides, in order to compute in the concrete case the hydraulics conditions are necessary. 

§3. CONCRETE APPLICATION 

The implicit finite difference method has been used for the suspended sediment flow in an 
experiment flume carried out by Wang and Ribberink. The input data is as follows [5J 
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Ilydraulic condition ' 
The fiu:m.e~was divided into t.l.J.ree sections,an inflow section With a rigid bottom, a test sectiCl 

with a bottom made-up of perforated plates and an outflow section with a rigid bottom. The te1 
section had a bottom slope of 0.001. The discharge was 0.061m3 / s. The water depth was 0.215n 
Due to sediment particles of different sizes, therefore the characteristic diameter and fall velocit 
of particles are dso = 95}lm and Wa,so, respectively. 

Boundary conditions and input data 
The boundary conditions (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13) were used. The input data. is: 

mean ~urrent velocity 
width 
effective bottom roughness 
ratio of sediment and fluid mixing coefficient 
H uid density 
sediment density 
Constant of Von Karman 
-reference level 
characteristic diameters 

characteristic fall velocity 

il = 0.56m/s 
b=0.5m 
k, = 0.0025m 
(3=1 
p = 1000kgfm3 

p, = 2650kgfm3 

k"" 0.4 
a= 0.00215m 
d5o = 95!-Lm 
d90 = 105!-Lm 
w,,5o = 0.0065m/ s 

§4. RESULT OF COMPUTATION AND DISCUSSION 

The domain of coinputation was divided into 200 sections along x axis with longitudinal grid 
size dx = 0.1m and vertical grid cOnSists of 30 points. The results showed th~t bed concentration 
fast decreased along the channel axis and the curve representing concentration distribution became 
more sloping towards the downstream, and this completely agrees with physical sense. The depth 
averaged concentration decreased from 0.14039 at x = 0 down 0.0026 ~t x = 20m and fully 
vanished at x = 24m. The figures from Fig. 1 to Fig. 4 showed suspended sedinment concentration 
distributions at positions x :::::: lm, x = 2m, x = 4.5m and x = 8m, respectively. 

Acknowledgement. This publication is completed with financial support frOm "the National Basic 
Research Program in Natural Sciences. The author would like -to thank Prof. Dr. Nguyen Van 
Diep for useful remarks. 
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!::J, flume data by Wang and Ribberink [5], __ computed 
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su PHAN BO NONG D6 BUN cAT 10 LUNG TRONa KENH 

CHlU ANH HUGNG PHD SA 

Trong hiLi bao da tim lai gi!U si! cho hiLi toan phiin b5 n1lng d9 bun cit Ia ld-ng trong kenh h& 
cO mang phU sa t.ren cct s& mO hlnh' to<l.n hqc -"Profile m'odel" doL. C. Van Rijn d"e ngh}. M¥ dU 
mO hinh toin h9c t1rang d5"i don gill.n nhU'Ilg ciing dU d9 chinh xic c6 thg ip d1,1ng cho m9t s5 bfli 
toin trong thgc te' khi dOng chl..y b trf!.ng th<li 8n dinh. Ba.i toin drrgc giia.i b~ng phuong phip sai 
phin hii-u h'!-n. SO li~u Chrqc sd· dvng tl} ke't qui th:l nghi~m tr€n mclng cho tru·&c. Ke't quit tinh 
tmin chtl-ng tO r!mg S\f ph an bO nBng d9 gilun nhanh dqc thea ·kenh y a gradient n"ong d9 tr& nen 
rit be & tie't di~n dU xa thrrgng hru. Ngocli ra di xay d1p1g drrqc bt;) chucmg trinh tlnh toin cho 
phep thg hi~n ke't quit tinh toin b~ng d~ th!. 
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